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'20 "hom it ma7 coacern:
T'. tis " Draft Eeoort" does not consider the feasibility

of usin; plans #2 throuch #5 with plan $1 (Reactor Building
rurse) as a standby.

In regard to such plans, it appears the Staff does not
weigh heavily the importance of the fact many members of the
oublic simply do not accent the idea that the releases are
harmless. ilith that in mind, it is important that any of
the alternative 6exceot " Reactor Building Purge" be started.
One has the feeling the public is asserting it does not
want any more burden regardless of the dose of radioactivity.

In that situation for a government azency to make the
c'loice and have General Zublic Utilities proceed with the
" Reactor Building Purge" makes it in o?;osition to the people
it " serves". It makes no difference if you can nrove there
will be no " harm" to the public by doing the building purge.
The rer tit can only be further animosity for the :30 and
the ut .'.lity.

1herefore, the " Reactor luil'.in~ lurce" shouldn't be
a plan, but rather the back-up to any other plan among the
four listed from page 6-9 to 6-38 of the docuuent.

I bel.ieve EU12G-0652 might e::pand on the ootions and
;roblems involved if the last monitoring is lost between
th) 2.M.I-2 reactor and the control room. 'lould it mean
an effort would have to be made at once to enter the buil--~

ding?

3ut, coing bach to my original point. Since no prep-
aration is needed to perform the " Reactor 3uidlin: Purge"
it is superior to make a try at another arrangement in order
to avoid doing some action the public is clearly opposed
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